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BGN Calendar Details at meeting and on egroup
Aug 20‐24
Aug 22
Aug 27
Aug 29

Rescue Technician Cave Rescue I/II Class, see www.hcru.org/rescueclass for
information and registration.
Grotto trip: Guffey Cave Horizontal trip. See egroup or Ray Merrill for details.
Grotto help with catering event. 8 vacancies filled but if interested in being a backup,
contact Allan Bullen.
Grotto Splash at Talladega Creekside Resort. $125 per night for 10 people. Float

trips available to and from the lodge. See FaceBook group and or contact Magz
(Sims) for more details.
Sep 3‐7

2015 Old Timers Reunion (OTR), see www.otr.org for details.

Sep 4‐7
Sep 8

Sewanee Mtn Grotto Cave Fest annual auction and party. Details on SMG FaceBook
page.
2nd Tues Grotto Meeting 7pm, Ruffner Mtn Nature Center, 1214 81st St. S. 35206.

Sep 18‐20

Grotto trip: Snail Shell, caving on the 19th. See egroup or Ray Merrill for details.

Oct 8‐11

38th TAG Fall Cave, details at http://tagfallcavein.org/.Pre‐reg ends Sept. 1

July 17‐23,
2016

75th NSS Convention, Ely, NV, see http://nss2016.caves.org for more info.

Disclaimer
Caving trips are led by volunteers. No Grotto committee reviews any trip leader’s
qualifications. New cavers should inquire about the nature of the trip and the experience
of the leader in advance. Those participating in the trips should be aware of their limits.
On vertical trips all participants are expected to supply their own gear and be
knowledgeable about rigging and safe practices.

On the cover...
Lindsey Bean in McBrides
( David McRae)
The Birmingham Grotto Newsletter is published twelve times a year by the Birmingham
Grotto, Inc., of the National Speleological Society, Inc. Other NSS Internal Organizations
may reprint material provided credit is given to this publication and the author.
Annual dues are $15.00 per individual and $20.00 per family, which is payable on
October 1st. Dues are prorated for anyone joining during the year. The subscription rate
is $15.00 per year. The Birmingham Grotto will exchange publications with other NSS
Grottos. Exchange newsletters should be sent to:
Birmingham Grotto
P.O. Box 59607
Birmingham, AL 35259
Articles, Trip Reports, Graphics, Poetry, and any other speleo‐related material should be
sent to the Editors via the email address given. Submissions via email should be directed
to: editor@ bhamgrotto.org. The deadline for publication is the 27th of the month;
however, the Newsletter is limited to 12 pages per month and material may be held for
future issues.

More About Caves and Caving
National Speleological Society
The Birmingham Grotto recommends that all grotto members consider joining our
parent organization. More info can be found at http://www.caves.org/
Southeastern Cave Conservancy, Inc.
The SCCi is a wonderful organization led by cavers for cavers which purchases and
protects caves with reasonable management. Find out more at http://www.scci.org/
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Birmingham
Grotto Officers
President
Alan Cook, NSS 34617
Vice‐President
Ray Merrill, NSS 5 63940
(205) 478‐7701
Secretary
Bradley Jones, NSS 63915
nss63915@ gmail.com
Treasurer & Member List
Lindsey Bean, NSS 65520
lindseyb1024@ yahoo.com
205‐913‐1650
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(Executive Committee Member)
Fennigan Spencer, NSS 61677

Birmingham On‐Line!
Find us on Facebook,
CaveChat or
www.bhamgrotto.org

Newsletter Staff
Editors
Dave Howell, NSS13926 FE
& Valerie Howell, NSS 18128 FE
vdshowell@ yahoo.com
(205) 591‐5127
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Scott Fee, NSS 19797 LF
scottfee@ bellsouth.net
Jimmy Sims, NSS 30238
donnaatch@ charter.net
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David Caudle, NSS 13995 FE
olecaveman@ gmail.com
Conservation
David McRae, NSS 51358
dirtydavesmcrae@ gmail.com
Webmaster
Jeff Harrod, NSS 37101
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Prefer Paperless?
Grotto newsletter e‐subscriptions are
now available on request. Just let the
Treasurer and Editors know, confirm
your email, and you can get the next
issue, in color, before the meeting.
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Birmingham Grotto Meeting Minutes
July 14, 2015

Visitors

group and or contact Magz (Sims) for more details.

Joe McSwervy, Daniel Dippolito, Annette Reynolds

New Business

Minutes

Motion was made and passed for Fennigan to be reimbursed $50 for
chicken at Sinking Cove
Motion was made and passed for Allan Bullen to be reimbursed $50 for
rescuing folks at Sinking Cove on Sunday who would have otherwise
been stranded .
8/27/15 – Allan Bullen looking for 8 people to help out catering an event
at Lakeshore Rehab Facility. He needs 8 people and dress attire is black
pants and white shirt. Current volunteers at meeting were Bradley &
Danielle Jones, Lindsey Bean, Chris Garrison, Hazard, Fennigan Spencer,
Leigh Dudrow, Jazmyn Leilani, Damion Cambell. Be there at 4:30PM and
if not available let Allan know ASAP so that he can fill your spot.
Fennigan spoke on the land acquisition status and indicated we need to
front some money to make this happen. More discussion about this at
the August meeting.

June 9, 2015 Meeting Minutes were accepted.

Treasurer’s Report
Treasurer Lindsey Bean reported the following activities on the grotto
account since the last meeting
Beginning Balance:
$3770.29
Income:
Dues
$20.00
2015 Grotto Auction
$75.00
Shirts
$ 5.00
Total Income:
+$206.00
Expenses:
Printing & postage
$84.34
Total Expenses:
‐$84.34
Ending Balance:
$3785.95
Unpaid 2015 Auction Debts
Barry Skelton $35

Jeff Harrod $62.75

Brian Freeman $49

Juan Santiago $48.25

Chris Leggett $8.50

Kim Tubbs $3.00

Clay Challendar $40.50

Gladdens $45.50

Cobbs $39.75

Teresa Barnett $15.00

Eric Howell $11

Tim Harris $52.00

Frank Case $31.50

Announcements
08/15/15 – NSS Work Weekend
08/29/15 – NSS Work Weekend
09/04/15 – Sewanee Cave Fest 4th‐7th at Cavers Paradise. Bring item for
auction and dish for Sat night dinner. $5 to camp all weekend.
rowland7840@bellsouth.net for more info. Fennigan is working gate
security if anyone wants to help out.
10/08/15 – TAG weekend 8th‐11th.
The Birmingham Grotto is now incorporated under the new name
Birmingham Grotto of the NSS, Inc. Jay Clark graciously donated the
legal fees to SCCi. Thanks to Jay Clark, Lindsey Bean, Fennigan Spencer
for making this happen.
A big thanks to Allan Bullen for rescuing all those that departed Sinking
Cove on Sunday after a torrential downpour the night before.
Bryant Mountain Cleanup mentioned in July NSS News.
Annette Reynolds visiting us tonight indicated that she was purchasing
Manitou Cave. Discussion was made about the grotto possibly re‐gating
and helping with a cleanup after gating has been completed.
We have some T‐Shirts left that we need to sell. (1) Small Long Sleeve,
(1) Medium Long Sleeve, and (1) Medium Short Sleeve. If interested
please reach out to Lindsey Bean and/or bring some $ to the next grotto
meeting.
Wanting to join or renew your grotto membership? If so you can send
payment to PayPal account, bhamgrotto@gmail.com. You may also still
mail in a check to P.O. Box 59607, Birmingham, AL 35259 or hand deliver
to the treasurer, Lindsey Bean, at the next meeting. $15 Single/$20
Family. Add $1 if paying by PayPal to cover convenience fees. Once paid
you will receive or continue receiving the award winning newsletter and
access to the Yahoo group for latest date on caving trips.
Old Business
08/29/15 ‐ August splash at Talladega Creekside Resort. $125 per night
for 10 people. Float trips available to and from the lodge. See FaceBook
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Grotto Trips
8/22/15 Guffey Horizontal Trip.

Trip Reports
June official grotto trip to Gross Skeleton consisted of Brooke Boyd,
Jennifer Potts, Jeff Harrod, Chris Garrison, Lindsey Bean, Ray Merrill, Tim
Harris, Beau Wilson and Matt Hudson. Ken Albrecht met us when we
arrived and gave us all a ride in the back of his truck to the entrance.
Graciously appreciated for the ride and the opportunity to visit this cave
Dave Howell reported (in absentia, was at NSS convention) seeing
nd
approximately 42 people in attendance at the 22 Annual Sinking Cove
(July official grotto trip).
Magz Sims visited Horse with Gregory Brecht, Daniel Dippolito, and
Caitlin Greene to document the Cherokee pictographs for the paper
Annie Blankenship is currently working on.
Jennifer Potts visited AL4562 with Aaron, Bradley Jones and added
another 100’ of passage putting the final survey at 1100’.
Cassie Perry did the pull down trip at Sinking Cove with Alan Cook,
Daniel and Martha Wood, and Custard Hollow with Alan Cook.
Jeff Harrod did the pull down trip at Sinking Cove with Chris Garrison
and Lindsey Bean.
Jazmyn Latty, Damion Cambell(first vert), with Dave McRae, Lindsey
Bean, Clay Chandler, Mark Grace, Sinking Cove pull down.
Brandon Crawford Smith led a Sierra Club group of 17 to Tumbling Rock
th
on June 27 with the Topless Dome as the intended destination. Since
this was Brandon’s 2nd time to visit the cave, the group did get turned
around a bit at Wildcat Rockpile. However Jay Clark came through and
pointed them in the right direction – saving Brandon from sure mutiny.
The group also visited Sauta Cave afterwards in order to watch the
emergence of hundreds of thousands of gray bats at dark.
Bradley Jones did the Sinking Cove thru trip with Jennifer Potts, Ben,
Bradley, and Brent Deason, Custards Hollow with Ray Merrill, Jennifer
Potts, Tim Harris, and Juan Santiago, located It’s Just a Mudhole, Ashlee
with Brent Deason, failed attempt at locating Big Entrance Small Cave
and Hargrove, Hopeful Slot with Ray Merrill and Juan Santiago, and
McClendon’s with Jerry Saulsberry, Ray Merrill, and Royce. Larry
McClendon said he read our newsletter from front to back each month
so keep the articles coming!
Want more detailed trip reports? I think we all do so write a trip report!

Program
Meeting was cut short due to power outage
Respectfully submitted,
Bradley Jones
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Grotto Trips
Photos by Aaron Atz, Alan Cook, Tim Harris, Jeff Harrod, David McRae, Angela Morgan, Judy Ranelli, and Juan Santiago
This month’s grotto activities included the annual July 4 Sinking Cove Campout, trips to that cave, Custard Hollow, Hering and McBride,
plus the 2015 NSS Convention.
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NSS continued from page 47

is one of the best, most decorated caves I have ever visited, and my
mind stopped processing all of the scenery. Some breakdown
climbs, some more mud, streambed walking, more mud, and every
kind of cave formation. Finally we came to a stream passage that
we were assured would go chest‐deep on some of us. And I said, "I
am tired and I want to stay here while y'all go on". Two other cavers
chose to stay with me, the others waded off into infinity. Now I
knew why some had worn shortie wetsuits. I was cold.
Shake your heads at me all you want, but as the others sloshed
away, I turned to the two cavers who stayed with me, and said, "I
feel like we've had a joke played on us". The trip description
without any mention of getting generously slathered in mud seemed
like a prank to me down there. I also knew, the only way back was
through that very same mud. But I was grinning. It was so worth it.
The others came back after about 40 minutes, and we headed
back to the tunnel. It was so fast getting back, that I realized we
had taken a long time to go a short distance, due to everyone's
photography efforts. I put on my gear and climbed up the ladder,
10 rungs at a time. No problem. I believe our trip was about 4
hours. Headed back to camp and did some serious deconning and
demudding of my clothes and gear with a pressure washer at the
decon station.
I would love to go back to Carroll Cave and see some more of
this cave. It is fantastic. In fact that whole part of Missouri is
wonderful, with so many caves, float trips, springs, and other sights
to see. I will be back.
August 2015: Volume 45, Number 8
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NSS Convention and Carroll Cave
By Judy Ranelli NSS 49720

This year's convention was in Waynesville, Mo. I went in a
convoy headed by Dave and Valerie Howell in their rental car. Even
though it was just two cars, I felt convoy was an appropriate term.
Normally I do not go caving during convention. There are so
many things to do in other parts of the country that we cannot do
here in TAG, whereas we have some of the best caves in the world
here in our backyard. So, even though I brought all of my caving
gear, I had no real intention of using it.
After we arrived at the Waynesville High School to sign into
registration, I picked up a newsletter for the day (a rag called, if I
recall correctly, the Daily Towel) and stuffed it into my purse. We
went back to the campground and set up our tents. Finally sitting
down in my camp chair with a cold beverage, I read the newsletter,
to find myself looking at the cave trips for the next day.
3 short trips a day were being led to Carroll Cave, in addition to
longer trips to the same cave. The 3 hour trip seemed like a nice
idea. "Easy" was the succinct description, and then there was a
paragraph or two about the challenges of the entrance, and the gear
required to negotiate said entrance.
Carroll Cave's historic entrance has been closed to cavers for
years. The cave is the second longest in Missouri, at 20 miles +
mapped, and cavers being stubborn, clever types, came up with a
way to maintain access to the cave. In short, they blasted an
entrance. This newer entrance is a 120' deep tunnel, through solid
rock, encased at the top by a metal culvert, inside the bottom of
what I am guessing was a tank for holding water in a water tower,
over which there is a metal grain silo repurposed to protect the
tunnel entrance.
The tunnel itself is solid rock, with water dripping down the
center and sides. There is a metal ladder that runs the entire length
of the tunnel, to the cave floor beneath. There is also a steel cable
with a clamp system for people who do not have descending gear.
The passage requires one to wear a harness, and either descend a
caving rope, or climb down the rungs of the ladder while safetied to
the steel cable.
Getting out requires climbing the ladder; there isn't room for
ascending gear. You'd just be banging into the rungs of the ladder
the entire time. Safety going up can either be the clamp/steel cable
get‐up, or in my case, a Croll on the rope with my frogging harness.
It's quite an engineering feat, how determined cavers built this
tunnel into Carroll Cave.
So, back in my camp chair, in the heat of the afternoon, I read
the warnings about the tunnel, the required gear, and the necessity
to climb the ladder back out. "That doesn't sound too hard" I
thought, and the trip description of "Easy" seemed straightforward
enough, so I decided to go on the morning trip.
While finding out who to tell or where to sign up to get on this
trip, I met many other people, including Missouri cavers who all told
me to be sure to bring my camera because the cave was so
decorated. This is right up my proverbial caving alley; I love pretties.
I drove to the entrance location, which was in a gated field with
no shade. The morning was already hot; I believe the day ended up
in the mid to upper 90's F. The only shade was a couple of pop‐up
canopies near the silo. There were about 10 people in our group. I
was sweating pretty bad by the time I got all of my gear on. I had
on Wunderwear shorts over some Chilliheads polypro pants, a t‐
shirt, my knee pads, elbow pads, frogging harness, Croll, ascension,
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Swago pack, and my 18" rack; I had forgotten to pack my micro‐
rack. I had my new go‐pro camera on for its second trip
underground. At the last moment I decided to tether the
camera to my helmet, because I didn't trust the glue on the
helmet mount. I was rushing to get out of the sun, and forgot to
bring the spare battery. It was hot as hell and here were some of
the other people on the trip wearing shortie wetsuits. hmmmm.
We signed waivers and went into the silo one by one. There
was a climb‐down ladder about 8‐10' tall, to the floor of the steel
tank. The entrance to the tunnel was in the floor of the tank;
there was a metal culvert surrounding the top of the tunnel.
I watched someone get on rope and go down, and I had
some trepidation about the whole thing. It was just...
intimidating.
I was next on rope, and struggled to get five bars on the rope
while being stuffed in the culvert; hard to describe but that 18"
rack was just too big. The other cavers had hung their packs off
of a tether, but I didn't have something to tether with handy.
The guys at the top said I would probably fit ok with the Swago
pack on my back. Finally down I went.
The Swago pack did get jammed in the tunnel, and kept
pushing my helmet up over my eyes. There was water dripping
down the tunnel, which felt wonderful after all the heat upstairs.
The rappel got easier past a bottleneck and I popped out into
a wonderfully air‐conditioned cave room.
The others came down and we took off our vertical gear and
proceeded down walking passage. And this is where I started to
be surprised.
I didn't research Missouri caves at all. Didn't even occur to
me. Well, now you shall know that Missouri caves are Muddy.
Capital M Muddy.
We had walked to a place where there was an exposed shelf
that required crawling; only the crawling was in peanut‐butter
mud. This was the way to some serious pretties. I got on my
hands and knees, and at times on my belly, and thanked the mud
for being so sticky that there was no way I could slide off the
shelf into the water/rock some 20 feet below. And I got filthy
with mud. Suddenly this was an actual caving trip, not just a
walk‐around‐and‐photograph‐pretties trip.
After the mud crawl we crossed a stream and went into
rooms with ceilings crowded with stalactities, a white gypsum
waterfall formation, and a group of very aggravated bats. The
bats were a surprise to the trip leaders, who said they hadn't
been there the day before. The bats flew around us as we tried
to quickly take photos/video.
We went back through the stream crossing, up into the mud
crawl again and back past the entrance tunnel down mostly
walking passage that contained room after room of decorations.
There was however a lot of mud and stream walking. There was
one lagoon of mud that I sank up to my knees in trying to get
through. This was hilarious to watch as people struggled to get
through it without falling face first into the mud. Coming back, I
sank up to almost one hip in this mud, and wondered if I could
get my leg out with my shoe attached (I did). Visions of
quicksand danced in my head.
The pretties became over‐whelming. I can honestly say this
NSS continued on page 46
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Dave’s Destination

By Dave Howell NSS 13926
This is the second in my new feature to the BGN, a travelogue of
sorts covering places that are not well known, out of the way,
unusual, even weird. As originally stated, not all are underground
attractions, but all will, I think, be of interest to cavers. Refer to the
June 2015 issue of BGN if you missed the kickoff edition of this
nonmonthly column.

Labyrinth of the Third Reich
It was a site in the German Alps near Berchtesgaden that Adolf
Hitler chose as his personal residence, and other Nazi leaders
wasted no time in becoming the Führer's neighbors. In addition to
the sumptuous homes they built for themselves, an elaborate
security system was included in the development. This system
featured the kinds of measures you'd expect, guard posts on the
approach roads, pillboxes, concealed machine gun nests, etc. One
important feature of this system of which many folks are unaware
was a network of subterranean tunnels running beneath Hitler's
house and the surrounding area, including the houses of Martin
Bormann, Hermann Goering, and other high ranking Nazis. Although
the bombing campaign late in the war turned most of the surface
structures to mounds of earth and debris and buried the entrances
to the miles‐long underground tunnel network, the tunnels
remained intact. Decades later the entrances to these tunnels have
been uncovered and reopened, and these subterranean passages
can now be visited on guided tours.
Touring the tunnel network is a lot like caving. The walls, ceiling
and floors are all poured‐in‐place concrete, the passages tend to be
narrow and rather low, typically about 7 feet in height. The passages
twist and turn this way and that, unexpected stairs go up and down,
side passages lead into darkness. Here and there steel ladders
bolted to the wall go to semi‐concealed machine gun nests,
strategically positioned to deal with any intruders. (Tourists may
enter some of these. The machine guns have been removed.) Here
Tunnel leading to the Eagle’s Nest
(Image from cache‐
graphicslib.viator.com)

and there are doorways or side passages that have been bricked
closed – what could be behind them, and why were they
permanently blocked? There are maps of the tunnels, but these are
incomplete: the tunnels are miles long, and include many multilevel
sections that are unmapped, plans not to be found in any known
archive. It is said that some of the tunnel levels are as much a 10
stories deep.
As stated above, commercial tours of the tunnels are available,
for a few euros a guide leads you through. The tunnels are
illuminated by electric lights, but it's always advisable to carry your
own backup source(s) of light. Let me say here that I do not
advocate trespassing. However, when Valerie and I availed ourselves
of the commercial tour it occurred to me that (1) there was only one
single guide who stayed at the head of the group, and (2) I saw no
evidence that he counted heads before or after the tour. It might be
easy for someone to sign onto a tour, hang back to examine
interesting features as the tour moved ahead, and finding himself
exploring at will – inadvertently and only of necessity, of course.
Sure, there are "Eingang verboten" ("keep out") signs at side
passages and areas that are not open to the public, but in trying to
find one's way out, would it not be advisable to check all leads? Of
course unscheduled or impromptu exit might be a tad problematic,
the tunnel entrances and exits are locked except for passage by fee‐
paying tourists in guided groups – are you feeling lucky? Maybe
there is another way out. Who is to say that these tunnels don't
eventually come up at a manhole in downtown Berlin? If you're in
the Berchtesgaden area of Bavaria, the Nazi tunnels are a
recommended sight to see. And while you're there don't miss
Hitler's mountaintop retreat on the Kehlstein, sometimes known by
Americans as "the Eagles' Nest." Standing on the terrace there,
breathing the bracing, pine‐scented mountain air and admiring the
panorama of the surrounding Alps, you feel invigorated, limitless,
like you could conquer the world!

Juan, not in Hopeful Slot, but
Custard Hollow (Tim Harris)

Hopeful Slot Followup
By Bradley Jones NSS 63915

Ray Merrill received a tip about a sink that opened up in
someone’s backyard in Argo. Our plan was to meet after work and
check it out but Ray got off early and he and Juan Santiago went
ahead and sneak peeked it before I got there. Unfortunately it was
not what any of us had hoped for. A bit of disappointment, so I
suggested a lead in the area that had not been fully pushed.
The cave to be further checked was known as Hopeful Slot, BGN
201506, which Ty and I had discovered last year. We had spliced 2
30' handlines together but didn't think it a good idea at the time to
continue exploring. Not exactly the best time of year for a
bushwhack but we found the entrance relatively easily. Juan was
already down to where we had stopped on previous trip before I
had even rigged the handline. I had brought the 100' handline I won
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at this year’s Paint Rock Getaway auction and they also brought rope
in case it made more sense. Juan felt it was tight enough he could
chimney without concern of falling so he pushed to the lower level
with Ray not far behind him. Once through the chimney they
discovered you could walk a couple of feet before it dropped
another 9'. This confirms what we had expected and therefore
Hopeful Slot didn't turn out as hopeful as we had hoped.
If one really wanted to they could possibly do some digging or
blasting but with no airflow it seems pointless especially when there
are so many other more promising leads to follow up on. This area
still needs to be further ridgewalked and hopefully will be before this
section of Northern Beltline has started.
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News & Notes
Dave Howell
** August is a noteworthy month in that it
brings us the PERSEID METEOR SHOWER.
Caused by the annual passage of the Earth
through the debris cloud left by the
disintegration of the orbiting comet Swift‐
Tuttle, this annual meteor shower has been
noticed by Earthlings for centuries: the Celts
called it the Games of Lugh because the
shower took place during their festival of
Lughnasadh; medieval Christians called the
shower Saint Lawrence's Tears after a
deacon martyred in Rome. Whatever you
wish to call this event, it is well worth
driving away from town to a place where
the lights of civilization do not interfere with
our view of the firmament for the best view
of nature's light show. (The field adjacent to
the Walls of Jericho campground is
particularly recommended; if you don't
want to go that far or do an overnight, the
summit of the mountain along State Road
25 just south of Leeds and north of Sterrett
is a good place.) Happy viewing, and don't
forget your star guide and headlight or
flashlight.
*** Last spring Valerie and I were
hemhawing about whether to go to NSS
Convention in Waynesville, Missouri this
July, but the question was settled when we
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got notification that VALERIE HOWELL is
Birmingham Grotto's newest Fellow of the
NSS! This honor was bestowed at the
Convention banquet the night of Friday, July
17, and was met by cheers from a number
of folks present. Congratulations, Valerie!
You deserve it. Thanks to all who supported
this nomination with written recommend‐
dations to the Fellows Committee.
*** Check out the August issue of NSS
News, it's chock full of coverage of caving in
Alabama and even news of our Grotto, to
wit: on page 18, BRADLEY JONES's article
about the investigation of surface leads (i.e.
ridgewalking) in the path of the Birmingham
Northern Beltline is reviewed in the
Underground Update column; on page 20 is
an article by LIN GUY with photos by TOM
WHITEHURST on the caves on the new NSS
Headquarters property in Huntsville, with
cave maps; and on page 22 is an article by
KELLY KAZEK entitled "Seven Places
Alabamians bought illicit liquor during
Prohibition, including speakeasy caves and
underground tunnels." An eventful issue
indeed!
*** You probably heard that there was a bill
before the Alabama state legislature to
defund FOREVER WILD and apply the money

to the state park system instead. Well, good
news: just before this writing (like, 2 hours
before) I got the news that the sponsor of
State Bill 38 that would have done the job
on Forever Wild has withdrawn his support
of the bill after receiving some 900
communications protesting the defunding,
which means that Forever Wild's state
funding is safe for now. So, see? Sometimes
the voice of the public does matter. We
must remain vigilant about this in future
legislative sessions, however.
*** Some ominous news: word is that a
quarry is to be built on the hillside land
immediately south of the property recently
owned by our friend GENE LAMBERT. This is
very bad, as such a quarry would impact or
even destroy the southern portion of GENE
LAMBERT CAVE, in which lies the
spectacular Double Falls Room, among
other things. What can be done? Well, I
wonder if the quarry plans were preceded
by an environmental impact study, and if so,
whether that study took into consideration,
or even was aware of, Gene Lambert Cave.
Anyone want to follow up on this? As of this
writing quarrying operations have not yet
begun, there may still be time to avert
disaster.

